
Aug 1, 2023 TrustedFirmware TFC-triage minutes

Attendees: Don, Ben, Joanna, Anton, Shebu
Minutes:

● Infrastructure
○ Status of FVPs in the Cloud & UBL license

■ When can Paul start to migrate over the tests?
■ Ben: No progress. UBL for FVPs are in the next LAVA release and still

on getting into Tux. Target date remains mid-August. Still on schedule
to be done before license expire. Still sorting out license server w/
Licenses from Paul Black.

■ Will reach out to Paul B in a couple weeks when closer.

● TF-M CI: LAVA test getting slow (TFC-479)
○ Issue opened - V
○ Now a blocker. Assigned to but he’s out.Paul Sokolovskyy
○ Ben: 2 MPS boards in reserved state and must be released to LAVA. Not sure

if it fixes it all or is linked, but suspecting it is.
○ Arthur is getting the MPS boards back,

● MBedTLS
○ Issue: The redirect link doesn't work on the new MbedTLS Jenkins server

(STG-4865) - Awaiting response from Systems Team
○ Ben: A proxy issue is known, and will fix this in the next couple of days

● Open Table?
○ Joanna: Follow up needed? MISRA class went very well. Don to post
○ Shebu: Ready to publish TF-M to Prod?

■ Plan to fix the 17 issues. Can publish now or move now.
■ When Paul returns, ready to move TF-M - triage is complete. Ready

to publish the tests.
■ Anton wants to fix the outstanding issues before publishing the

release to the maillist
○ MBed TLS - Windows node still working fine. Now locked in on the three

Jenkins Servers - Stage, Prod, MBed TLS.

● Priorities
○ Paul

■ Misra TF-M / TF-A
■ FVP/USB

○ Arthur
■ Boards - Chromebook Corsola
■ TFC-247 Mirror TF-M, TF-A, TS projects into GitHub
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